Based on image processing technology, the detection, classification and feature extraction for plant grain shape are performed in this paper. Taking rice grain as an example, the shape detection and description method of similar round object are studied firstly. Then a grain shape description method based on 8 feature points of rice grain boundary is proposed. Aiming at rice seed detection, a simple image size calibration method based on black-white grid is put forward too. Finally, an extraction algorithm for 8 feature points is presented.
INTRODUCTION
The grain shape of plant seed is one of the important parameters for seed quality detection and classification (Ren et al., 2004) . It is a hot issue all over the world to detect and classify plant grain shape based on image processing technology. At the same time, it has long been recognized as a difficult problem. Parameters describing plant grain shape are determined by grain shape feature and research objective. For some researches, only one point or several points shape features of object are needed to describe the shape (Van Eck et al., 1998) . While for some other researches, the whole shape features of object are described in order to distinguish this kind of object from others or to find shape parameters related with its own special features (Heinemann et al. 1994; Wang et al., 1995) . Here some parameters such as area, eccentricity, tightness, percentage of elongation, inertia center, ratio of grain length to width, ratio of grain width to thickness, grain sphericity, grain roundness and Fourier descriptor, are used to describe the object. For example, Ma xiaoyu selects four wheat shape correction coefficients to describe variety difference (Ma et al., 1999) . Zhang cong proposes an ellipse matching-based object (rice grain) azimuth location and boundary description method (Zhang et al., 2006) . Huang xingyi et al. use area, perimeter, roundness degree and rectangle degree to describe rice shape (Huang et al., 2003) . In order to find suitable rice grain shape description method and to improve detection and classification precision, it is imperative that some key parameters should be found to describe grain feature exactly. Taking rice grain as an example, the shape detection and description method of similar round object are presented in this paper. Moreover, based on 8 feature points of rice boundary, the grain shape description method is proposed and its realization algorithm is given.
In computer visual technology-based measurement, image geometric distortion caused by camera lens may result in an inaccurate surveying result, so it is necessary to calibrate the camera before shooting object. Aiming at rice seed detection, a simple image size calibration method based on black-white grid is put forward too.
RICE IMAGE ACQUISITION AND IMAGE PIXEL-SIZE CALIBRATION
In order to decide rice image pixel size, it is necessary to calibrate camera before rice image acquisition. At present, most camera calibration algorithms calibrate internal and external parameter at the same time to obtain the relations among three coordinate systems (Huang et al., 2002; Zhong et al., 2005) . But in seed detection, the most interested thing to be concerned by people is the relationship between image size and actual size of seed instead of internal or external parameter of camera. Therefore, it is no need to use traditional complicated calibrating method when the seed is detected.
In this paper, the image distortion model is simplified. It is supposed that there is only image size distortion and no image angle distortion. Based on this supposition, a simple image size calibrating method based on blackwhite grid is proposed.
The specific method is described as follows: Install and fix the camera vertically above the object desk (See figure 1).
Shoot black-white grid image before seed image shoot(every blackwhite grid is a one-inch square, see figure 2.) 
, = is corner point coordinate except boundary corners. Because the boundary of black-white grid image is illegible, when calculating the corners, grid's region image is obtained firstly on the basis of region growing algorithm. Then four region inner points are searched. Finally, the cross point of four inner points are calculated. This cross point is the needed corner coordinate (See figure 3) . With this matrix we can calculate rice image pixel size accurately. In order to simplify the algorithm, we can substitute rice grain centroid pixel's coefficient for the whole grain image pixel' coefficient when the rice grain size is calculated.
Shoot the rice grain: In order to establish the mapping relationship between rice image and pixel size coefficient matrix, it is imperative to put the rice grain on the center of the desk equably.
DESCRIPTION OF RICE GRAIN SHAPE
Rice grain shape is very complex and is affected by many factors. There are many methods to describe grain shape at present, but they do have some restrictions. For example, some methods, such as area method, eccentricity methods, percentage of elongation, inertia center, ratio of grain length to width, ratio of grain width to thickness, grain sphericity, and grain roundness, have a lower precision. Fourier descriptor and some other methods are more accurate but they need to do a large amount of calculations and have a bad visualizability. A new method is presented in this paper, which describes grain shape with 8 selected points on grain boundary. As is shown in figure 4(d) . This method has several advantages when it is used to describe grain shape, such as simple calculation, small amount of data, accurate description etc. The specific algorithm is described as follows: Measurement unit conversion All the measurement units above are pixel. While in practice, the measurement unit should be conversed to length unit. Therefore, the coordinate of every grain's centroid point D c is recorded, and element δ i,j is used as grain size coefficient. Here δ i,j =(W ij ,H ij ), is coming from pixel size coefficient matrix. Then, the measurement unit conversion will be performed.
CONCLUSIONS
Too fine description of agricultural product grain shape is very complicated. Sometimes it will make trouble for analysis and recognition. In this paper, the method to describe rice grain shape with 8 feature points is not only simple, but also high efficient. Some key feature parameters of rice are contained in the eight data, such as length, width, perimeter, area as well as ellipse approximate degree. Combined with neural network in the experiment, this method has a good effect on the recognition and classification of rice.
The simple method to calibrate rice image size proposed in this paper is also fit to every fixed distance shoot image size calibration.
